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CONTEXT-DEPENDENT CODING OF MOTOR BEHAVIOR IN PRIMARY
MOTOR AND PREMOTOR CORTICES
We often take the ability to move for granted because the reliability of motor behavior masks the
complexities of interacting with our environment. This behavioral consistency is remarkable given the many
factors that must be considered when moving the limb and manipulating objects, including the fidelity of
sensory feedback, the goals of the task and the state of the limb. In this talk, I will describe recent
experimental evidence that examines changes in the activity of populations of neurons in the primary motor
and premotor cortices in response to the initiation of a reaching movement (i.e. task context). First, I will
show that the dynamics of neural activity evolve orderly across time and space in response to the act of
initiating a movement and that disruption of the spatiotemporal progression of neural activity disrupts
movement initiation. Finally, using both empirical data and simulation, I will demonstrate that the temporal
dynamics in motor cortical activity relate to current limb state and serve to compensate for changing muscle
mechanics as the limb begins to move.
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